
Name:

Nouns Study Guide
Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in the following sentences.

1. Dr. Marrs walked around the school with Loki.

2. The girl went to Walmart to buy fruit, bread, and eggs.

3. Sarah went to the doctor on Tuesday to get some medicine.

4. Cole had to clean his room and fold his clothes.

Make the following singular nouns into plural nouns.

Pencil = _____________                                          Man = ____________

Box = ____________                                              Pumpkin = ___________

Leaf = ____________                                            Bunch = _____________

Lady = ______________                                      Pole = _____________

Make the following phrases a possessive noun.

The soda belongs to the man ____________________________

The football belongs to the boys _____________________________

The bike belongs to Chase ______________________________

The books belong to the girl ____________________________
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Name:

Nouns Review Quiz
Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in the following sentences.

1. Miss Hiatt went to Texas Roadhouse to eat some steak .

2. The boy watched a movie on Netflix on Sunday.

3. Mrs. Bahrt bought cereal, milk, and bread from Meijer today.

4. The students did not go to school on Monday because it was a holiday.

5. My packages finally arrived from Amazon!

Make the following singular nouns into plural nouns.

Book = _____________                                          Baby = ____________

Fox = ____________                                              Child = _____________

Knife = ____________                                            Kid = ______________

Candy = ______________                                      Church = _____________

Make the following phrases a possessive noun.

The candy belongs to the kid ____________________________

The bows belong to the girls _____________________________

The house belongs to Charlie ______________________________

The car belongs to my parents ____________________________
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ANSWER KEYS:
Nouns Study Guide

Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in the following sentences.

1. Dr. Marrs walked around the school with Loki.

2. The girl went to Walmart to buy fruit, bread, and eggs.

3. Sarah went to the doctor on Tuesday to get some medicine.

4. Cole had to clean his room and fold his clothes.

Make the following singular nouns into plural nouns.

Pencil = Pencils Man = Men

Box = Boxes Pumpkin = Pumpkins

Leaf = Leaves Bunch = Bunches

Lady = Ladies Pole = Poles

Make the following phrases a possessive noun.

The soda belongs to the man the man’s soda

The football belongs to the boys the boys’ football

The bike belongs to Chase Chase’s bike

The books belong to the girl the girl’s books
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Nouns Review Quiz
Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns in the following sentences.

1. Miss Hiatt went to Texas Roadhouse to eat some steak .

2. The boy watched a movie on Netflix on Sunday.

3. Mrs. Bahrt bought cereal, milk, and bread from Meijer today.

4. The students did not go to school on Monday because it was a holiday.

5. My packages finally arrived from Amazon!

Make the following singular nouns into plural nouns.

Book = Books Baby = Babies

Fox = Foxes Child = Children

Knife = Knives Kid = Kids

Candy = Candies Church = Churches

Make the following phrases a possessive noun.

The candy belongs to the kid the kid’s candy

The bows belong to the girls the girls’ bows

The house belongs to Charlie Charlie’s house

The car belongs to my parents my parents’ car
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